This paper argues that inter-individual and inter-group variation in language acquisition, perception, processing and production, rooted in our biology, may play a largely neglected role in sound change. We begin by discussing the patterning of these differences, highlighting those related to vocal tract anatomy with a foundation in genetics and development. We use our ArtiVarK database, a large multi-ethnic sample comprising 3D intraoral optical scans, as well as structural, static and real-time MRI scans of vocal tract anatomy and speech articulation, to quantify the articulatory strategies used to produce the North American English /r/ and to statistically show that anatomical factors seem to influence these articulatory strategies. Building on work showing that these alternative articulatory strategies may have indirect coarticulatory effects, we propose two models for how biases due to variation in vocal tract anatomy may affect sound change. The first involves direct overt acoustic effects of such biases that are then reinterpreted by the hearers, while the second is based on indirect coarticulatory phenomena generated by acoustically covert biases that produce overt “at-a-distance” acoustic effects. This view implies that speaker communities might be “poised” for change because they always contain pools of “standing variation” of such biased speakers, and when factors such as the frequency of the biased speakers in the community, their positions in the communicative network or the topology of the network itself change, sound change may rapidly follow as a self-reinforcing network-level phenomenon, akin to a phase transition. Thus, inter-speaker variation in structured and dynamic communicative networks may couple the initiation and actuation of sound change.
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1 Introduction

Understanding sound change is key to a full account of how languages evolve and of the present-day distribution of linguistic diversity. While the last decades have witnessed a concerted effort across multiple disciplines, resulting in sustained progress towards a better model of sound change and its causes, there are still long-enduring puzzles as well as new questions that need to be addressed. Sound change can be usefully analyzed into its initiation, possibly followed by its actuation (Solé & Vives 2012; Yu 2013; Stevens & Harrington 2014). Initiation is traditionally located within an individual, where cognitive, perceptual or production processes, in a given context, produce a novel variant (say, a new articulatory realization of the trill /r/ as [ɻ] instead of the community norm of [r]), novelty that may or may not spread through the speech community, under the influence of many factors, to become actuated as the new norm. However, while apparently clear
and of great analytic help, this distinction is marred by the long-standing resilience of the “actuation problem” (Weinreich et al. 1968).

We suggest here that, at least in some cases, the initiation and the actuation of sound change are more intimately connected, and that conceptually severing this connection might hinder progress. More precisely, we argue that it might be more appropriate to picture sound change as happening not in a “neutral” speech community (i.e., one which does not “care” if [ɻ] or [ɹ] is used), but in an already “poised” community, on the brink of a phase transition, where there are biases, preferences, constraints, affordances, factors that push and pull these variants, non-uniformities that are hidden below an apparently calm surface. While our arguments here will be focused on inter-individual and inter-group variation in the anatomy of the vocal tract and its impact on sound change (and, in particular, on the articulation of North American English /r/, which we show, using novel experimental evidence, is influenced by inter-individual variation in the anatomy of the anterior vocal tract), these ideas are more general and may apply equally well to other types of biases rooted in language perception, acquisition, processing, and production. As such, we suggest that variation between individuals and groups (not only sociolinguistic, but also anatomical, physiological, cognitive and psychological) must become central to linguistics as a whole, but we also warn against focusing on the isolated individual. Instead, language is a group-level phenomenon, emerging from structured interactions between individuals that simultaneously vary in myriad ways while also being embedded in dynamic and complex communication networks. We suggest that re-integrating inter-individual variation with network-level dynamics may dissolve the initiation/actuation dichotomy into a seamless process in which the two constantly interact.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the patterning of inter-individual and inter-group variation, with a particular focus on the anatomy of the vocal tract. Section 3 reviews suggestions about the influence of vocal tract (and vocal tract variation) on sound change. In Section 4 we focus on the case of the North American English /r/, where we analyze our own ArtiVarK experimental sample, connecting MRI articulatory data with intra-oral anatomical information to show that the articulatory strategy employed is influenced by the anterior vocal tract anatomy; based on proposals about the overt and coarticulatory effects of alternative articulatory strategies, we suggest that this might be a case of anatomical biasing of sound change. We develop these ideas in a more abstract fashion in Section 5, where we suggest that linguistic communities contain vast amounts of “standing variation” due to inter-individual differences, and that even minor changes might trigger “phase transitions” in such “poised to change” communities, suggesting a way to unify the initiation and actuation of sound change. We close with a brief discussion and future directions in Section 6.

2 Vocal tract variation in context

Humans differ from each other, as individuals, in many ways, ranging from physical characteristics (such as height, weight and facial features; Durand & Rappold 2013) to psychological and cognitive ones (including temperament, memory capacity and vocabulary size; Furr & Bacharach 2007) and to subtle biochemical and genetic variation (e.g., drug metabolism; Tracy et al. 2016). It has usually been assumed, especially in the cognitive sciences, including the language sciences, that such inter-individual variation is epiphenomenal, merely noise that must be controlled for and abstracted away. Certainly, there is more that we share as humans than what sets us apart as individuals, and there are fundamental questions concerning the levels above the individual, addressed by scientific paradigms focused on universality. One such series of paradigms is represented by Noam Chomsky’s take on language, conceptualized as having a universal and invariable
core shared by all (normal) humans, whose interfacing with other systems allows cross-linguistic (and also presumably inter-individual) variation. This is a reflection of a wider social and scientific worldview rooted in the belief of an immutable and universal essence encapsulated in our genome. Scientific aspects aside, the horrors of the Second World War, and the self-questioning they generated, cast a long shadow on the study of differences, perceived as among the root causes of the mistreatment of individuals and groups seen as “different”. However, these paradigms are currently under strain from several mutually reinforcing directions.

Medicine deals with differences between individuals, ranging from variation in risk, to differential reactions to the same pathogen or treatment, to variation in the way people adhere to their prescriptions. There is increased attention devoted to individualized (or personalized) medicine (Topol 2014) and patient-centered health care (Mead & Bower 2000). The individual characteristics may have biological, cultural, social and economic components that may interact in complex ways (for example, the risk for developing lung cancer is increased by smoking but also by certain genetic variants).1 Moreover, part of this variation between patients is explained by them belonging to certain groups that have cultural, socioeconomic, but also biological components. For example, the risk of developing diabetes is increased in groups with lower socioeconomic status (Agardh et al. 2011), in groups that do not follow healthy living guidelines (Lumb 2014), but also in groups of particular ancestry (Ferdinand & Nasser 2015), partly due to inter-group differences in the frequency of genetic risk factors (Wells 2009). Research in anthropology and genetics has uncovered several important facts about human variation. First, there is much more variation hidden in our genomes than anybody expected, most of the variants being restricted to a small number of people (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium 2015), but we are still less diverse than, for example, the chimps (Bowden et al. 2012). Second, this variation is geographically structured, being relatively easy to assign individuals to broad regions based on their genomes (Novembre et al. 2008; Nassir et al. 2009; Paschou et al. 2010), but this information is spread across multiple genetic loci, with most common variants shared across many populations (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium 2015) in gradual clines of continuously changing allele frequencies (Barbujani & Colonna 2010). Just approximately 8% of the variation is distributed between continents, about 8% between groups within the same continent, while the bulk of the variation is between individuals from the same group (Lewontin 1972; Barbujani & Colonna 2010). Third, this variation decreases gradually with distance from Africa (Barbujani & Colonna 2010), which hosts the most diverse human groups and also some of the oldest genetic lineages (Pickrell et al. 2012); this is largely reflected also by various phenotypic measures (Cramon-Taubadel & Lycett 2008; Betti et al. 2009). Fourth, present-day genetic diversity is the result of very complex histories of population differentiation, admixture and replacement (Reich 2018).

Thus, against a shared universal background, there are pervasive differences between individuals and between groups, geographically patterned, mostly continuous, gradual, and usually increasing with distance; moreover, they are usually statistical in nature, with discrete features being present at different frequencies in different groups, and with continuous ones having slightly different distributions. This patterning of variation is probably one of the strongest arguments against racism and discrimination, but we need to acknowledge and properly understand it (Reich 2018). Given that most of the variation
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1 Many cases of lung cancer (about 25%) are due to environmental factors (asbestos, radon, coal burning), infections (HPV), and genetics (Couraud et al. 2012; Torres-Durán et al. 2014). Genes might be involved even in the primary cause of lung cancer, smoking, by affecting the level of addiction and the difficulty of cessation (Benowitz 2009).
is distributed within groups, that groups are (and have always been) fluid entities, continuously merging into each other, always on the move and always interacting, any ideology built on categorical borders, on national or group “essences”, becomes untenable. Identities are dynamic, resulting from long and complex historical processes shaped by contingencies and by continuous interactions between biology and culture. However, even if differences are real, it matters what we make of them: racism, sexism and discrimination create and justify hierarchies based on perceived or invented differences (Schneider 2005; Rattansi 2007; Ridgeway 2011; Lippert-Rasmussen 2014; Safdar & Kosakowska-Berezecka 2015). Besides, denying the existence of variation leads (paradoxically) to the discrimination and oppression of those that are “different”.2

On this background, there is extensive variation in the anatomy, physiology and control of vocal tract structures, and while this was rather neglected by theoretical linguistics, more applied disciplines (such as speech therapy, education and experimental phonetics) have always been aware and interested in it. In what concerns the pathological extremes of variation, virtually every aspect of the vocal tract is known to be affected by specific conditions or by syndromes, some with a clear environmental etiology (e.g., accidents), but most involving an interplay between genetic and environmental risk factors. Research in this area, and especially in uncovering the genetic bases of pathological variation, is advancing fast, with, for example, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM; https://omim.org) and PubMed (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) being invaluable, free and up-to-date resources.3 The developmental pathologies affecting the dentition and the jaw have received particular attention due to their impact on feeding behavior and esthetics, with a good understanding of tooth development and the genetic bases of conditions such as microodontia (small teeth), hypodontia (missing teeth due to tooth agenesis) or supernumerary teeth (more teeth than normal), among others (Cobourne & Sharpe 2013; Klein et al. 2013; Brook et al. 2014). Another class of conditions that are well-studied and understood is represented by cleft lip with or without cleft palate, which can impact not only deglutition, but can have major deleterious effects on speech (Gibbon et al. 2008). These may be part of wider syndromes or occur isolated, and they helped shed light on genes involved in the development of the vocal tract (Dixon et al. 2011; Bush & Jiang 2012; Sető-Salvia & Stanier 2014). Much less well studied are pathologies affecting the tongue (such as micro-, macro- and ankylo-glossia; Reynoso et al. 1994; Hong 2013; Ounap 2016), the velum or the larynx (e.g., cleft larynx; Johnston et al. 2014). While probably less directly relevant to sound change than normal variation, such pathologies, coupled with animal models and evolutionary-developmental studies (Jernvall & Thesleff 2012), open the door to understanding the genetic and developmental mechanisms involved in the emergence of the observed patterns of variation between normal individuals.

While work towards understanding the genetic foundations of the normal range of variation is in its early stages, it is already clear that this range has been systematically under-appreciated: for example, there is extensive variation in the size and shape of the velum (You et al. 2008; Kumar & Gopal 2011; Praveen et al. 2011) and the hard palate (Riquelme & Green 1970; Townsend et al. 1990; Lammert et al. 2013). However, there is more to variation than just its inter-individual dimension: while we expect that most of this
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2 One of the authors (DD) grew up in a nominally egalitarian society (Ceaușescu’s Communist Romania before 1989) which repressed differences while promoting uniformity. However, people continued being different (sometimes with deadly consequences) and these differences were sometimes recognized and even encouraged (e.g., school selection through exams) when perceived as useful to the society. This may have been an extreme Procrustes’ Bed, but “different” people everywhere tend to be forced into “universal” canons which do not fit them easily.

3 For example, a comprehensive search in OMIM for entries touching upon the evolution, development, pathology and genetics of vocal tract structures, returned as of February 2018 about 25,000 results.
diversity is distributed between members of the same population, some of this variation might still be distributed between groups. However, the currently available data are insufficient (in terms of both quantity and quality) to properly understand these patterns of variation, but we predict that such inter-group variation in aspects of the vocal tract to exist. We will discuss below several examples, after which we will turn to our own data showing that inter-individual variation in vocal tract anatomy affects the articulation of the North American English /r/.

3 Vocal tract variation and sound change

Phonetic variation is an essential precondition for sound change whatever the causes in particular instances may be. Ohala (1989) described this as the requisite “pool of synchronic variation” upon which sound change actuates. The way that this variation is structured will (somehow) percolate through speech communities and crystallize into new phonetic and ultimately phonological norms. The question is what systematicity, if any, characterizes the variation. One intriguing possibility is that the phonetic variation behind sound change is, to some extent, governed by characteristic variation of the form and function of the vocal tract. This marks a finer grained characterization of what Weinreich et al. (1968) termed the “constraints problem”: what factors determine what sound changes are more expected or “natural” based on the nature of the speech and hearing mechanism. We propose here that the naturalness of sound change may not be universal, but rather, to a lesser or greater extent (depending on the sounds in question), vary from one community to the next. This would thus add another layer to the proposal that articulatory variation (in general) is important in the actuation of sound change (Baker et al. 2011; De Decker & Nycz 2012).

De Decker & Nycz (2012) point out that differences in articulatory strategy (arising from individual variation in the discovery of articulatory strategies to adequately approximate perceived acoustic targets) is critical for understanding sound change. They propose that such covert articulatory variation may manifest in distinct phonological patterns if learners converge on a particular strategy that differs from that used in previous generations. Thus, we are faced with two ways in which variation impacts sound change: variation in what is natural and variation in articulatory strategy. Both of these sources of variation, in turn, can be plausibly impacted by variation in vocal tract morphology.

The idea that human vocal tract variation biases phonological systems has been around for a long time (e.g., Vendryès 1902; Meillet 1937; Darlington 1947; Zipf 1949; Brosnahan 1961; Allott 1994), but, given the incredible causal complexity behind the organization of phonological systems, coupled with the perceived potential racist connotations, substantial proof has been wanting. Recent developments in vocal tract imaging, large scale typological data analysis, and biomechanical modeling suggest that a revisititation of this hypothesis is warranted (e.g., Stavness et al. 2013; Dediu et al. 2017), especially as more data are emerging which show that individual differences in phonetic behavior are linked with anatomical variation (Brunner et al. 2009; Weirich & Fuchs 2011; Stone et al. 2012).

Do any of these individual differences matter at the level of entire speech communities? Indeed, early suggestions for a speech-sound biasing theory were often rejected on the grounds of assumed universal vocal tract structure (e.g., de Saussure 1915: 147) or implicitly that compensatory mechanisms in production and perception of speech overcome any biases found within these systems given that anyone can learn to pronounce any language (e.g., Swadesh 1961; Lord 1966 or Davis 1983: 3). Brosnahan acknowledged humankind’s phonetic plasticity, but he saw this not as invalidating his argument but rather reflecting a “preoccupation” with the individual (Brosnahan 1961: 30). Nevertheless, such proposals have not been inducted into our modern view of sound change as arising from
the perceptually-driven phonologization of synchronic phonetic variation (Ohala 1989), propagated by lexical diffusion (Chen & Wang 1975), and constrained by phonological rules (Kiparsky 2003) and socio-phonetic factors (Aitchison 2001; Foulkes & Docherty 2006), such as language contact. The phonetic variation behind sound change is, however, structured such that some part comes from contextual factors (coarticulation and allophony) and another part from various stochastic effects acting on production and perception. Thus, it is a reasonable hypothesis that part of the phonetic variation present in a speech community reflects the aggregation of effects associated with organic (i.e., speaker specific) properties of voice quality\(^4\) and its associated influence on segmental and other suprasegmental phenomena.

For those who advocate for anatomico-physiological (and, perhaps, ultimately genetic) biasing of speech sound systems (Brosnahan 1961; Allott 1994; Dediu & Ladd 2007), this type of phonetic variation is viewed as reflecting the normal variation in form and function found in humans within and across populations. Such variations are posited to give rise to variation in the affordances or pressures governing the character or tendencies of speech production and perception, however subtle or profound they may be. A profound effect is readily observed when something goes wrong with vocal tract development or the motor system that results in speech problems, such as, in cases of cleft palate, hypernasality or the use of clicks as substitutions for oral stops (Gibbon et al. 2008). Individuals who have undergone partial laryngectomy need to resort to other means to generate voicing, such as aryepiglottic vibration (Crevier-Buchman et al. 2012). Less profound, but also highly relevant for speech, is the possibility that not everyone can perform a tongue tip trill even after substantial effort to learn to do so. Just as tongue curling “tricks” likely have a genetic basis (Ubbanowski & Wilson 1947), so too could tongue tip trilling (or at least the ease with which this sound is learned).

The potential for individual anatomical variation to influence speech production was acknowledged by Catford (1977: 21–23) citing the work of Brosnahan (1961). He gives some serious consideration to the possibility of population-wise differences in vocal tract anatomy being connected to differences in speech sound systems. Speculations that he notes include the variable presence of the *risorius muscles* leading to differential degrees of the spread lip configuration; variable tongue length possibly being related to aspects of Japanese phonology (the Japanese possessing relatively shorter tongues), although the exact details are not specified; and varying presence of certain *epilaryngeal muscles* (*thyroepiglottic inferior* and *thyromembranosus* muscles) possibly relating to increased tendency towards constricted voice qualities in German and Danish (compared against Japanese), and other phenomena (such as Danish *stød*). However, despite the potential importance of anatomical variation for understanding some phonetic variants, and despite the attention that individual phonetic variation has received in numerous studies, anatomical variables are rarely ever measured and analyzed, let alone discussed (some recent examples include Dalcher 2008; Beddor 2009; Lin et al. 2014). This neglect to include anatomical variation in studies of sound change, may be partly due to the stigma associated with such research, which is even condemned in some influential textbooks as irrevocably racist and obviously false (Campbell 1998: 284).

The large intra-group variation in the human form makes it difficult to track down speech biases operating at a level sufficient to have an influence on an entire phonological system. A good starting place would be populations which have had a long history
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\(^4\) Not to be confused with the narrow sense referring to phonatory quality as generated by actions of the larynx, but rather expressing the quasi-permanent, holistic auditory quality arising from sustained muscular adjustment of the vocal apparatus *sensu* Abercrombie (1967: 91, 93) and Laver (1980).
of isolation; in such populations, it is expected that the relative influence of biases will be larger and therefore more readily observable. Australia may be a good example in this regard (Allott 1994: 135) and its phonological landscape is strongly suggestive that biasing effects are at work. Most striking is the “long, thin” (Butcher 2006) nature of the phonological inventory of the typical Australian language. The “long, thin” descriptor refers to the elaboration of place but reduction of manner contrasts within many, if not all (Gasser & Bowern 2014), of the consonantal systems found on the continent. Butcher (2006) argues that the deeper causal factor for the “place-of-articulation imperative” (and associated phonetic and phonological properties) of Australian languages arises from a very high incidence of otitis media (middle ear infection) in Australian Aboriginal populations, and its possible long-term impact on speech perception. Otitis media, especially in its chronic form, can have long term consequences for hearing. Indeed, according to a recent World Health Organization report (World Health Organization 2004), Aboriginal populations show marked susceptibility to the condition. In Aboriginal communities (for Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara, or APY lands, see Sánchez et al. 2010; for Elcho Island, Stoakes et al. 2011), the proportion of children who fail pure-tone audiometry testing (uni- or bilaterally) exceeds 60%. The hearing loss pattern in OM is conductive (via cholesteatoma, suppurative, tympanic perforations, and/or ossicular chain stiffening; see MacAndie & O’Reilly 1999): generally, frequencies below $\approx 500$ Hz and those above $\approx 4000$ Hz tend to be subject to considerable attenuation approaching $-10$ to $-30$ dB compared with normal hearing (Coates et al. 2002). Furthermore, Clarkson et al. (1989) provide evidence that categorical perception of voice onset time is hampered. Butcher (2006) and Butcher et al. (2012) propose several characteristics of the phonological inventory that reflect the pattern of hearing loss supposed to have prevailed in Aboriginal communities across the continent and extending deep into the past (e.g., first-contact records as early as 1788 exist which indicate Aboriginal children suffered from OM; see Butcher et al. 2012). Low frequency ($\leq 500$ Hz) attenuation would theoretically impact perceptibility of obstruent voicing ($F_0$ typically ranges well below 500 Hz) and vowel height (the higher the vowel, the worse the perceivability of $F_0$, which decreases with height). High frequency ($\geq 2000–4000$ Hz) attenuation would affect fricatives (which typically have broad spectral regions of high frequency noise) and noise bursts (for similar reasons). The middle range, the least affected by the conductive hearing loss, happens to be the frequency zone within which spectral cues to place of articulation carried by formant transitions – particularly of $F_2$ – reside. The argument thus is that the structure and patterns of Australian Aboriginal phonologies reflect the affordances of an auditory system affected by conductive hearing loss. Avoidance of what are otherwise typologically typical processes, such as regressive nasalization of vowels in VN context, are rendered more likely by an increased pressure to optimize the phonological space around those acoustic cues ($F_2$ transitions) least impacted by otits media. This possibly goes as far as putting a pressure on such phonologies to exhibit a strong preference for VC(V) prosodic structure.

“Ok, fine”, one might say, “there might well be all this variation in the anatomy of the vocal tract, but surely it is compensated by the speakers themselves, and what might still escape is normalized by the listeners (as speaker-specific non-linguistic noise), and anyway what would still survive gets averaged out at the speech community level”. This counter argument sounds very, very reasonable, but is it necessarily always true? Indeed, we know that speakers are capable of amazing feats of compensation, ranging from re-learning to speak without a tongue (Gerdeman & Fujimura 1990) or after resection of a significant portion of the larynx (Crevier-Buchman et al. 2012), to the more mundane accommodation to an artificial hard palate (Brunner et al. 2006) or to the normal developmental exploration and exploitation of one’s own anatomy (Brunner et al. 2009). However, this
type of articulatory accommodation and compensation need not be perfect; we propose that it can still have two main types of effects: a direct acoustic signature (discussed directly below), and an indirect influence on coarticulation (discussed in Section 4).

The first is probably the easiest to understand and study, as it rests on a relatively simple causal mechanism. This postulates that particular anatomical features of the vocal tract (categorical or metric) affect the acoustic properties of (possibly specific aspects of) speech, either directly or mediated by articulatory activity. An example of a direct influence could be the effect of a longer vocal tract on $F_1$ or of larger vocal folds on $F_0$ across vowels (Stevens 1998; Zemlin 1998). There are several illustrations of articulatory mediation, probably the best known being the influence of hard palate shape on articulatory variability when producing sounds such as /s/, /ʃ/ (Weirich & Fuchs 2013) and /j/ (Brunner et al. 2005; 2009), but we can also include here a large class of effects that involve variations on the principle of least effort (Zipf 1949). More precisely, certain anatomical configurations might reduce or increase the relative effort required to produce a desired acoustic output, for example, through increased muscle effort or more precise motor coordination. In general, such effects are expected to be extremely small, easily compensated by any particular speaker for any particular token, but strong enough to become non-negligible over everyday spoken interactions and potentially amplified by the repeated use and transmission of language (Dediu & Ladd 2007; Dediu et al. 2017; Moisik & Dediu 2017).

4 The North American English /r/

The second type of effect – the indirect influence of vocal tract anatomical variation on coarticulation – may be nicely illustrated by the articulation of North American English /r/, where there are several articulatory configurations that result in acoustically similar, but not identical, outputs (Delattre & Freeman 1968; Tiede et al. 2004; Zhou et al. 2008). Two broad categories of configurations are generally recognized. One is with the tongue tip up (and often described as “retroflexed”, although true retroflexion, with sublingual stricture, does not always occur in these variants; for example, in the Delattre & Freeman 1968 taxonomy, compare type 7, which is tip up but not truly retroflex, and type 8, which is truly retroflex). The other is with the tongue tip down and the anterior tongue showing varying degrees of “bunching” (although note that it is possible for the bunched variant to be produced with the tip up, Derrick & Gick 2011). Delattre & Freeman’s (1968) types 5 and 6 respectively represent retracted and fronted variants with the tip elevated and the tongue bunched to the point of producing a primary or even secondary laminal constriction). These might in reality represent attractors in a wider space of possible configurations (Tiede et al. 2004). The distribution of tongue shapes is complex and varies in relation to a number of factors, including segmental (Guenther et al. 1999; Mielke et al. 2010) and prosodic context and individual preference (Boyce et al. 2015), with some speakers adopting (fairly) consistent configurations across contexts. Mielke et al. (2016) provide a comprehensive summary of factors influencing intra-speaker variation between the two broad types, noting that retroflexion is favored adjacent to back/low (vs. front) vowels, labial (vs. dorsal and less so coronal) consonants, prevocalic (vs. postvocalic) position and word-initially (vs. in onset clusters). Acoustically, the retroflex and bunched configurations result in very similar $F_1-F_3$ but different $F_4$ and $F_5$ patterns (Zhou et al. 2008), but it is unclear if these are perceived by listeners (Twist et al. 2007). If listen-
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3 Please note that the main difference between these types in the (Delattre & Freeman 1968) taxonomy is the degree of pharyngeal constriction, but we point out the difference in degree of tongue tip retroflexion in the X-ray traces there as a useful point of reference.

6 Another name for this “bunched” /r/ variant is “molar” /r/ (Uldall 1958).
ers could hear these differences and control the articulatory configuration of their own /r/ production, then this might result in a “classic” scenario of sound change where, for example, one variant would become dominant and replace the others, or where different variants would become phonetically conditioned allophones, perhaps eventually diverging into different phonemes.

While such overt acoustic signatures of anatomical variation can in principle be heard and reinterpreted as phonetic variation, leading to sound change across repeated episodes of interactions and language acquisition, they might not be the main pathway for the amplification of such weak biases. We suggest here, building on earlier proposals in the same vein by Baker et al. (2011), De Decker & Nycz (2012), and Mielke et al. (2017), a more indirect causal mechanism that does not require direct overt acoustic effects and may therefore amplify covert, articulatorily-mediated anatomical variation. In a nutshell, we suggest that alternative articulatory strategies (partly due to anatomical variation, but not necessarily so) that produce indistinguishable acoustic output can nevertheless have coarticulatory effects. These may result in overt acoustic effects on other segments and be therefore potentially reinterpreted by hearers and amplified by repeated language use and learning. Such covert at-a-distance effects make the inference of observed sound changes even more complex, as they break the direct causal connection between articulatory variability, acoustic variation, and its phonologization, interposing articulatory interactions that may depend on particular anatomical contexts.

While the two “canonical” variants of /r/ have very similar acoustic characteristics, and, as noted above, are probably not perceptually differentiated by speakers (Twist et al. 2007), the possibility of a different tongue posture may have consequences for coarticulatory patterns. For instance, Derrick & Gick (2011) observe sub-phonemic kinematic variation in the production of the English flap/tap allophone of /t/ and /d/ that interacts with the lingual posture of neighboring vowels, including the rhotic vowel /a/. They found that speakers employ kinematic variants of the flap/tap allophone that minimize articulatory conflict with contextual vowels. An example is the word ‘saturday’ /sætəd/, which contains two potential flap/tap allophones flanking the /a/; the occurrence of a tip-up variant of the vowel, i.e., [ɻ], induces the first stop (/t/) to be an up-flap and the second to be a down-flap (in preparation for the upcoming /e/).

Along similar lines, Baker et al. (2011) investigated North American English s-retraction whereby speakers realize /s/ as a sound closer to [ʃ] (particularly common in the /str/ sequence, as in ‘stretch’, but also occurring word-medially, as in ‘grocery’). Some speakers, “retractors”, consistently employ an allophone that is acoustically very close to [ʃ]; “non-retractors” vary in degree of retraction. Baker et al. (2011) found that, for the non-retractors, variation in /r/ tongue shape seemed to cause variability in the degree of s-retraction, with greater retraction occurring in proportion to how similar the speakers produced their /s/ and /r/. Most of this variation involved bunched /r/ (since retroflex varieties are uncommon in clusters with coronal consonants), thus fine differences in production style can have measurably different coarticulatory effects. Jeff Mielke and colleagues (2017, this special issue), using a large sample of 175 native speakers from Raleigh, NC (Dodsworth & Kohn 2012) supplemented by original ultrasound and (external) video articulatory data from 29 demographically-matched speakers, are investigating whether the type of rhotic variant, acting as covert (i.e., not audible) articulatory variation, can produce differential coarticulatory effects. They hypothesize that people

7 Indistinguishability might or might not mean acoustic identity, but represents the situation where a hearer does not interpret the acoustic differences as potentially linguistic; this is probably context-dependent and subtle.
employing bunched /r/ variants will exhibit retraction of preceding /s/ and /z/ and affrication in /tr/ and /dr/ sequences (as [ʧɹ] and [ʤɹ] in ‘train’ and ‘drain’, respectively). In both cases, it is argued that actuation of sound change requires enough variability within coarticulatory processes to produce extreme phonetic variants that become reinterpreted as a different articulatory target (even by those speakers who may not produce the coarticulatory pattern because they lack the necessary phonetic bias).

Irrespective of the effects (direct overt acoustic ones, or indirect covert coarticulatory ones) that this type of variation in the articulation of North American English /r/ has, it is interesting to inquire into its probable causes. While some limited data indicates that even identical twins may adopt different articulations in acquiring the sound (Magloughlin 2016), these articulations seem to also be influenced by palate shape, as suggested by an artificial palate speech-perturbation study (Tiede et al. 2010). Although their participants showed individual variation in the form and onset of their adaptation strategies, the artificial palate, which enlarged the alveolar ridge prominence and uniformly lowered the hard palate, resulted in a change in articulation in most participants. We may imagine that this is probably due to forcing the re-exploration of articulatory space and the discovery of a “secondary strategy”, or, as Tiede et al. (2010) suggest, perhaps through the rediscovery of prior articulatory strategies used in acquisition. Interestingly, the only participant which did not change articulation was the one with the largest vocal tract, for which the standardized prosthetics made the smallest difference, but who did exhibit an increased tendency towards bunching nevertheless.

In this context, our own ArtiVarK data might offer new insights into the factors influencing the articulatory configuration used for producing the North American English /r/. The ArtiVarK project is currently the largest multi-ethnic dataset designed to explore the relationships between vocal tract anatomy and speech production (see Supplementary file 1 for details). Briefly, our 90 participants (35 female) come from four umbrella ethnic backgrounds (“Chinese”, “North Indian”, “South Indian” and “European”) and have little prior training in phonetics. After a standardized phonetic training, we acquired structural MRI scans, intraoral optical scans, static MRI scans of sustained articulations and real-time MRI scans of speech. For quantifying the anatomy of the vocal tract structures, we designed a set of landmarks and semi-landmarks, from which we further derived classical measures (essentially angles and distances between landmarks) and geometric morphometric analyses that capture more global aspects of shape (Zelditch et al. 2012; Bosman et al. 2017). We extracted 52 variables capturing variation in the “hard” components of the vocal tract. We then used three ways of dealing with the fact that these anatomical variables are not statistically independent, resulting in three sets of variables (for details see Supplementary file 3): AN (we removed variables that are strongly inter-correlated, keeping 35 weakly correlated ones), CL (we used hierarchical clustering, resulting in 8 clusters), and PC (we conducted Principal Component Analysis, resulting in 13 PCs that together explain 91% of the variance). Given that each of these three sets compresses and represents the variance in the original 52 variables in slightly different ways, we ran all analyses separately for each set.

As detailed in Supplementary file 3, for this study we used a subsample of 80 participants from which we acquired static MRI images of the sustained articulation of the North American English /r/ (1 trial per participant), as well as real-time MRI videos of the articulation of the same sound in the isolated /a_a/ context (5 trials) and in the /a_a/ context in the sentence “I said ara for him” (1 trial), resulting in non-missing data for 548 trials. Participants were given systematic phonetic training prior to conducting the MRI. This training explained what it means to sustain a speech sound, providing several examples where different sounds were gradually extended (e.g., [asa], [as:a], [as::a]). In the static
sequence portion of the MRI session, as was the case for all sounds we examined, participants listened to an example (as many times as desired) of the target ([ara] as produced by SRM) prior to scan acquisition. During the scan, we presented a text prompt (“ara”) to remind them of the target. We allowed retakes for participants that failed to sustain the sound correctly (for example, accidentally producing [aːː] instead). Participants were instructed (and frequently reminded) to speak slowly and carefully for the real-time scans because of the relatively low frame rate. For each such trial, a trained phonetician (SRM) manually coded the articulations on four dimensions based on visual appearance:

- **type** (shortened in the following to rtype), with possible values “tip-up” (shortened to “tu”), “bunched” (“bn”), “retroflex” (“rtr”) and “tap/trill” (“tt”);
- **place** (poa), with values “dental/alveolar” (“da”) and “palatal” (“p”);\(^8\)
- **dorsum**, with values “concave” (“cv”), “flat” (“f”) and “convex” (“cv”); and
- **lip rounding**, with values “yes” or “no”.

From these, we defined the binary variables: tip-up/retroflex vs bunched (coded “yes” = tip-up/retroflex), bunched vs anything else (coded “yes” = bunched) and tip-up/retroflex vs anything else (coded “yes” = tip-up/retroflex). Figure 1 shows the rtype and lip rounding per trial within participants, as well as other information related to the participant (sex, phonetic expertise and English proficiency) and the participant’s native language subfamily (for details, see below).

The categorization of tongue type (into bunched, tip-up, etc.) can only crudely capture the complexity of tongue shape. Therefore, for the static MRI samples only, we also manually traced the shape of the tongue, including the posterior contour of the mandibular symphysis (shortened to “ms”; where the two halves of the mandible fuse in infancy) for consistency purposes, as can be seen in Figure 2. We then performed a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on these traces, resulting in 6 PCs that explain together 84% of the variance, as seen in Figures 3–6 (to avoid confusion with other Principal Components described below, we will denote these as tongue PCs, tPC1 to tPC6). The PCA reveals the nuanced modes of variation in tongue shape that our speakers used, visualized either as warps to the mean shape (Figure 3) or in terms of where the individual participants fall within the tPC space (visualized as two components at a time up to the 6th tPC, in Figures 4–6). We employ this characterization of continuous variation in tongue shape in our statistical modeling to examine whether anatomical variation has an effect on the production of /r/. The visualizations aid in interpreting the results of these models (linking anatomical variation to production variation). Qualitatively, the tPCs seem to capture the following patterns in shape variation. tPC1 presents the most recognizable differentiation between the canonical “bunched” (red line in Figure 3) and “retroflex” (blue line) variants. However, it should be noted that for tPC1 and the other tPCs, this variation is entangled to a greater or lesser extent with shape variation (mainly of height) of the mandibular symphysis (which was included to provide a better registration among the traces as it is a clearly identifiable structure). tPC2 could also be said to capture the “bunched” (red line) and “retroflex” (blue line) variants, but it also seems to show a correlation of the tongue as either tall and narrow (in its anteroposterior dimension; red line) or squat and wide (blue line). While the variants in tPC3 could be classified as tip-up, this tPC also shows variation in the contouring of the dorsum, either being rather convex (red line) or rather flat (blue line). We might consider the former a type of bunching with the tip-up,

---

\(^8\) These two broad place categories are defined with reference to where the primary oral constriction occurs in relation to the postalveolar zone (posterior slope of the alveolar ridge leading to the roof of the palate). Those anterior of this are grouped under dental/alveolar; those posterior are classified as palatal.
Figure 1: Matrix plot of rtype for each participant (horizontal axis) across trials (vertical axis). The trials are (from bottom to top): sustained articulation of /r/ in /ara/; four isolated /ara/ (trials 1 to 4); /ara/ in the sentence “I said ara for him”; and one more isolated /ara/ (trial 5). The participants are sorted by decreasing number of bunched, then retroflex, and then tip-up responses. Missing data is represented by white cells. Rounding is represented by small black circles. Participant IDs are followed by the participant’s sex (in parentheses). The primary participant’s language subfamily is represented by the bottom symbols. The top circles represent the participant’s English proficiency (circle size: bigger is better) and phonetic expertise (circle color: lighter is better).
Figure 2: Example of ArtiVarK data (author DD, 41 years old male). Panels A and D are, respectively, the midsagittal and transverse sections through the 3D T1 structural MRI scan. Panel B is the T2 midsagittal static MRI of sustained articulation of North American English /r/ (the mandibular symphysis has been outlined with a thin white line and indicated with “ms”), with Panel C showing (in yellow) the manual tracing of the tongue shape. Panel E is a projection of the 3D intraoral scan of the hard palate and upper dentition. Images in panels A, B and D were created using Horos v2.4.0, panel E with MeshLab v2016.12, and the whole image assembled with GIMP 2.8.22, on macOS 10.13 High Sierra.

Figure 3: Principal Component Analysis of tongue shape showing the mean shape (black contour) and ±2.5 standard deviations (red and blue contours, respectively) for the first 6 tongue PCs (tPCs).
while the latter is more adequately described as simply tip-up (with possible pharyngealization). The shape variation captured by \textit{tPC4} opposes an apical stricture (used especially by those with tongue tip trilling; red line; a \textit{t}-test between tongue trill and other types is highly significant: \( t(6) = 7.0, p = 3.10^{-4} \)) with what could be described as a “double bunched” (blue line) posture (Catford 1983: 349), which is, incidentally, reminiscent of what tends to happen in the production of pharyngealized vowels (for discussion and lingual ultrasound imaging data, see Moisik 2013, Section 5.4). The double bunched posture is so named because the tongue is bunched up in two areas: one that is directed towards the anterior palate and another that is the bulging of the tongue root into the lower pharyngeal region. There is also a conspicuous volume left in the area of the back dorsum near the posterior velum and uvula. \textit{tPC5} and \textit{tPC6} show finer modes of variation (with “higher spatial frequency”), in addition to accounting for relatively little variation. \textit{tPC5} mainly identifies shaping of the sublingual space, either larger (red line) or smaller (blue line), as the key factor. \textit{tPC6} appears to vary between rather more apical (red line) and laminal (blue line) forms of tip-up stricture, with the tongue appearing quite bunched in all of

\textbf{Figure 4:} Actual tongue shapes and discrete judgments of type (\textit{rtype}) and place (\textit{poa}) of articulation in the t\textit{PC1} × t\textit{PC2} plane.
these cases. It should be noted that mandibular symphysis variation is largely absent from tPC4–tPC6. So while it is possible to spot the classic shapes in the PCA, it is clear that the variation is more nuanced than just the simple possibilities of (tip-up) retroflex and (tip-down) bunched.

The articulatory strategies used are very stable within participants across trials: we compared the average number of switches in consecutive trials across participants to 10,000 permutations of the data, and for all variables tested there was not a single permutation that had a lower average number of switches (the observed and permuted averages are 1.07 vs 3.98 for rtype, 0.57 vs 1.89 for poa, 0.42 vs 2.41 for dorsum, 0.35 vs 2.88 for lip rounding, and 0.57 vs 2.60 for tip-up/retroflex vs bunched).

Then, to better understand tongue shape, we performed separate linear regressions of the 6 tPCs using, as predictors, the participants’ sex (male vs female), age, group (an umbrella ethnic background with four categories: “European”, “Chinese”, “North Indian” and “South Indian”), phonexp (self-declared level of formal phonetic training on a Likert scale from “none” to “expert”), self-declared English proficiency (Likert scale from “none”
to “native speaker”) and a set of binary variables related to the phonetics and phonology of their native language: does the language have retroflex stops /ʈ ɖ/, alveolar trill /r/, retroflex approximant /ɻ/, alveolar flap or tap /ɾ/, alveolar approximant R /ɹ/, or uvular R (fricative and/or trill) /ʁ ʀ/? We used an $\alpha$-level of 0.01 throughout and all continuous predictors were z-scored. We simplified the regression models as follows (which we implemented as a fully automatic procedure in R; R Core Team 2017):

- we started with the full model (containing all the relevant predictors),
- followed by the iterative elimination of predictors with a variance inflation factor (VIF) greater than 2,
- possibly followed by an Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)-based model simplification (as implemented by R’s step() function), and
- ending with the iterative elimination of predictors with p-values greater than the considered $\alpha$-level.

---

9 Data on these segment inventories was collected from PHOIBLE (Moran et al. 2014; Dediu & Moisik 2016) and Wikipedia.
Model simplification has advantages, but is also criticized, and should be applied carefully and appropriately to each research question. Here, we are not primarily interested in whether a set of IVs (i.e., independent variables or predictors) predict a given DV (i.e., the dependent variable) – in which case one would rather use powerful machine learning techniques such as SVMs or neural networks – but in the question of which particular IVs significantly improve our understanding of the DV. Therefore, we opted for an unbiased (i.e., purely statistical) model simplification approach which iteratively removes predictors that do not contribute significantly, but which is affected by noise in the data, potentially resulting in slightly different predictors being retained due to minor fluctuations in the data or procedure. Nevertheless, we found that here, these alternatively retained predictors tend to paint similar stories, and we tried to interpret them in rather general terms and to avoid capitalizing on details that might not be robust to noise. The same worries, of unduly capitalizing on noise, coupled with the relatively low statistical power of our sample despite its size, prompted us to perform the various analyses using the multiple methods that we present here, but focusing on their mutual agreements and commonalities.

The full results are shown in Table 1, and, in summary, they suggest that indeed, tongue shape is affected by anatomy, especially \( tPC2 \) (positively by a higher hard palate, and a larger, “V”-shaped mouth with overjet) and \( tPC4 \) (positively by a longer and wider mouth, with a bigger alveolar ridge\(^1\) and angled lower incisors). We can suggest that a higher palate dome (as captured by \( m2height \)) would require a higher tongue position, as positive values of \( tPC2 \) indicate. Overjet (anterior-posterior distance between the maxillary and mandibular incisors) favoring positive \( tPC2 \) shapes may reflect the less anterior positioning of the mandibular symphysis (and hence the lower incisors) compared to negative values of this \( tPC \). Overall scale (reflected inversely in \( PC1 \)) and maxillary dental arch shape (with low values of \( C.P2w \) having a more “V”-shaped arch) may impact how the participant exploits lingual-palatal bracing to stabilize the articulation (see Gick et al. 2017). Larger overall dimensions of the mouth seem consistent with the positive shape indicated for \( tPC2 \), but it is not exactly clear why an anteriorly narrower dental arch would favor such a posture. Acoustic factors may also be relevant, but would require a modeling study to discern. \( tPC3 \) seems mostly affected (negatively) by the presence of the alveolar trill /r/ in the participant’s native language. Positive values of this \( tPC \) capture the shape associated with trilling, but note that positive values of \( tPC4 \) also capture some of these cases of trilling (however, this variable was not a significant predictor for that \( tPC \)). \( tPC1 \), \( tPC5 \) and \( tPC6 \) do not seem reliably influenced by any of the variables in our dataset. Interestingly, sex only seems to affect \( tPC4 \), age \( tPC2 \), with group and most language-related characteristics having no significant effects.

\(^1\)The fact that \( aRBulge \) appears as positively predictive in the \( tPC4 \) formula here may be partially consistent with the results of the palate perturbation experiment in Tiede et al. (2010). A major feature of the artificial palate in that study was a considerable enlargement to the alveolar ridge prominence. Participants who used at least some retroflexion in the unperturbed/BASE setting (F1 and M1) showed even more retroflex variants when their palates were perturbed. Participant F2, who did not have any retroflex variants in the unperturbed condition, used them in the perturbed /ara/ context. The only participant who did not switch to retroflexion, but rather showed an increase in bunching, was also noted to have the largest vocal tract and hence was perhaps least susceptible to the influence of the palate perturbation. Returning to our own study, positive values of \( tPC4 \) are associated with the tip-up/retroflex posture (in addition to, at the extreme positive values, the tongue tip trill, but such a production is considered a failed attempt), thus, the more bulgy the alveolar ridge was judged to be, the more likely the participant would use retroflexion. So, despite the highly variable findings reported in Tiede et al. (2010), there is some congruence between that study and our own. Of course, this result requires replication and further testing to confirm that there is indeed a true effect of the alveolar ridge on tendency towards tip-up/retroflex variants as the presence of this variable in the regression equation is possibly an artifact of the model simplification procedure.
Table 1: The simplified linear regression equations of the tongue shape PCs (tPCn) on all predictors, separately for each of the three sets of anatomical variables (AN, CL and PC). We show only those cases that did not fully simplify to the null model (thus that retain more that just the intercept). The numbers in parentheses represent the p-values. Sex represents the effect of being male versus being female. Adj. $R^2$ is the adjusted percent of explained variance. The anatomical predictors are (with meaning in parentheses; followed by what a larger value represents): overjet (overjet; greater anterior-posterior distance between the maxillary and mandibular incisors), m2Height (height at the second molars; taller hard palate), C.P2w (ratio of inter-canine to inter-second premolar widths; more “U”-shaped than “V”-shaped maxillary dental arch), lowIA (lower incisor angle; more vertical lower incisors), C.P2l (as C.P2w for length; longer anterior mouth), aRBulge (alveolar ridge bulge subjective judgment on a 1–5 Likert scale; bigger alveolar ridge), C44 (width of the mouth; narrower mouth), PC1 (overall dimensions of the mouth; higher values mean a smaller mouth), PC2 (front of the lower mouth; less overbite and more sublingual space), PC3 (width of the mouth; narrow mouth), PC8 (low incisors; less vertical) and PC13 (teeth and alveolar ridge). For example, the entry in row 2 represents the simplified regression model of tPC2 on the covariates and all the clusters CL, which simplifies to $tPC2 = 0.36 \,* \,age$, where the intercept $\alpha$ is not significantly different from 0, the slope of age is (with $p = 0.001$), and the adjusted $R^2 = 11.9\%$. Directly comparing the slopes and p-values across models and methods is difficult, but we expect consistent estimates of the slopes (absolute values of similar magnitudes and especially with the same sign) for those predictors that are significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tPC</th>
<th>SET</th>
<th>REGRESSION EQUATION (WITH P-VALUES)</th>
<th>Adj. $R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tPC2</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>0.33<em>overjet (0.002) + 0.32</em>m2Height (0.002) – 0.30*C.P2w (0.005)</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>0.36*age (0.001)</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.35<em>age (0.001) – 0.28</em>PC1 (0.007)</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tPC3</td>
<td>AN &amp; CL</td>
<td>−1.35*trill (0.003)</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.30<em>PC2 (0.004) – 1.68</em>trill (0.001)</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tPC4</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>0.32 – 0.85<em>sex (0.000) – 0.27</em>lowIA (0.003) + 0.35<em>C.P2l (0.000) + 0.36</em>aRBulge (0.000)</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>0.28 – 0.73<em>sex (0.001) – 0.30</em>C44 (0.005)</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>−0.26<em>PC1 (0.007) – 0.25</em>PC3 (0.010) – 0.34<em>PC8 (0.001) − 0.29</em>PC13 (0.003)</td>
<td>31.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tPC6</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>−0.30<em>PC5 (0.005) + 0.31</em>PC10 (0.004)</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, for each of the binary variables bunched vs. tip-up/retroflex (denoted as b:r), bunched vs. everything else (b:*), tip-up/retroflex vs. everything else (r: *), and lip rounding (lr), we conducted logistic regressions with model simplification. For the real-time MRI data, we performed multi-level logistic regressions (with the participants as random effect), as well as “flat” regressions (by collapsing each participant’s observations to her/his most frequent value). For the sustained articulation (i.e., static) MRI data, we only performed “flat” logistic regressions as there is a single observation per participant. In all cases, we used the three sets of anatomical variables (AN, CL and PC), the covariates (sex, group, phonexp and age), the properties of the native language (Retroflexes, R.trill, R.retroflex, R.flap.tap, R.approximant & R.uvular), and English proficiency as IVs; to these, for the “static” case only, we also added the tongue shape PCs (tPC1 – tPC6). In all cases we used both Maximum Likelihood and Markov Chain Monte Carlo estimation (Supplementary file 3). The results are in Tables 2–4 (for full details please see the Supplementary file 3)11 Due to the very high within-participant consistency, the Intraclass correlations coefficients

---

11 Here, we focus on the agreement between methods as we are relatively underpowered, there is probably coding noise in the data, and there might be a less-than-perfect fit with the methods’ assumptions. Nevertheless, as each method has its own “strengths” and “weaknesses”, a robust finding across them has a lower probability of being a false positive or a method artifact.
(ICCs) are extremely high (>98%; Table 3), strongly suggesting that a multi-level logistic regression approach may not be appropriate (in fact, most of these regressions either do not find any significant predictor or suffer from convergence issues; Table 3). Please note that future studies are planned to look quantitatively at the actual articulatory variation in the real-time MRI data in a way comparable to what was done for the static MRI data, which we presented above. For now, we must content ourselves with this much more simplistic characterization of the articulatory variation (based on subjective visual phonetic categorization), but this should be kept in mind when interpreting the results. The “flat” logistic regressions of the real-time MRI data (Table 4) found that participants speaking languages using a flap/tap tend to produce less “bunching” and lip rounding, but also that $C_{44}$ (representing the width of the mouth, with larger values standing for a narrower palate and mouth) has a positive influence on “bunching”. The static productions (Table 2) are influenced by tongue shape (as quantified by the $tPC$ variables), with “bunching” being reflected by $tPC1$ (positively), $tPC4$ (negatively) and $tPC6$ (negatively), but there are also hints of an effect of anatomy, with positive influences of $jLowPC2$ (larger values reflect a narrower and more anterior lower jaw) and $C_{44}$. Interestingly, there is also a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DV</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Meth</th>
<th>Regression equation (with p-values)</th>
<th>IC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b:r$</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>$-0.60 + 0.79*jLowPC2 (0.0058)$</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>$-0.82 - 1.38*tPC4 (0.00034)$</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b:*$</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>$-0.70 + 0.85*jLowPC2 (0.0037)$</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>$-0.96 + 2.02<em>tPC1 (&lt;6·10^{-5}) - 1.68</em>tPC4 (&lt;6·10^{-5})$</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r:*$</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>$0.53 - 2.14*tPC1 (&lt;6·10^{-4})$</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>$0.53 - 2.14*tPC1 (&lt;6·10^{-4})$</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$lr$</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>$-0.21 - 1.66*R.flap.tap (0.0082)$</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>$-0.15 - 1.51*R.flap.tap (0.013)$</td>
<td>100.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Simplified logistic regressions for the sustained articulations (i.e., the static MRI data). DVs: $b:r$ = bunched vs. tip-up/retroflex (1 = tip-up/retroflex), $b:*$ = bunched vs. everything else (1 = bunched), $r:*$ = tip-up/retroflex vs. everything else (1 = tip-up/retroflex), and $lr$ = lip rounding (1 = lip rounding is present). Set = which one of the three IV sets is used. Meth = method (Maximum Likelihood or MCMC – shortened to MC). The numbers in parentheses represent the p-values. IC is AIC for ML and DIC for MCMC. Please note that for MCMC the numerical estimates might differ between runs. The predictors are: $tPC1$ = canonical “bunched” vs “retroflex”; $tPC4$ = apical stricture vs “double bunched”; $tPC6$ = more apical vs laminal forms of tip-up stricture with tongue bunching; $jLowPC2$ = larger values reflect a narrower and more anterior lower jaw; $sex$ = difference between males and females; $R.uvular$ = does the participants’ native language use uvular R? $R.flap.tap$ = does the participants’ native language use flap or tap? $PC10$ = width and slope of the anterior palate roof. The conventions are as in Table 1.
Table 3: Simplified mixed-effects logistic regressions for the real-time articulations (i.e., the participant is the random effect). ICC = Intraclass Correlation (how similar are responses within participants); the other notations as in Table 2. Empty rows represent cases where no predictor was significant after simplification or where converge errors occurred. $PC1 = $ overall dimensions of the mouth with higher values meaning a smaller mouth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DV</th>
<th>ICC</th>
<th>SET</th>
<th>METH</th>
<th>REGRESSION EQUATION (WITH P-VALUES)</th>
<th>IC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$br$</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>[No significant IVs]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b:*$</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>[No significant IVs]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r:*$</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>[No significant IVs]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$lr$</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>$10.4 – 21.9*R_{flap.tap}$ (8.6·10$^{-11}$)</td>
<td>182.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>$7.47<em>PC1 (0.0013) – 7.97</em>PC10 (0.00081)$</td>
<td>220.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Simplified “flat” logistic regressions for the real-time articulations (collapsing a participant to her/his most frequent response). Conventions as in Tables 2 and 3. $Retroflexes = $ does the participants’ native language use retroflex sounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DV</th>
<th>SET</th>
<th>METH</th>
<th>REGRESSION EQUATION (WITH P-VALUES)</th>
<th>IC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$br$</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>$-0.66 – 2.67*Retroflexes (0.012)$</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-0.84 – 2.25*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.0344)</td>
<td>77.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.65 + 0.88*C44 (0.0077)$</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b:*$</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>$-1.06 – 2.23*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.0064)</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-0.84 – 2.38*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.0251)</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.70 + 0.93*C44 (0.0058)$</td>
<td>77.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r:*$</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>$-1.06 – 2.23*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.0041)</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-0.84 – 2.38*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.0251)</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.06 – 2.23*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.0041)</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$lr$</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>$0.65 – 1.99*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.00067)</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.58 – 1.79*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.0011)</td>
<td>101.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.65 – 2.00*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.00078)</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.58 – 1.79*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.0011)</td>
<td>101.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.66 – 2.00*R_{flap.tap}$ (0.00067)</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

hint of a negative influence of $PC10$ (width and slope of the anterior palate roof) on lip rounding.

The static productions (Table 2) are influenced by tongue shape (as quantified by the $tPC$ variables), with “bunching” being reflected by $tPC1$ (positively), $tPC4$ and $tPC6$ (both negatively), but there are also hints of an effect of anatomy, with positive influences of $jLowPC2$ (larger values reflect a narrower and more anterior lower jaw) and $C44$ (representing the width of the mouth, with larger values standing for a narrower palate and mouth). Interestingly, there is also a hint of a negative influence of $PC10$ (representing the width and slope of the anterior palate roof) on lip rounding. The “flat” logistic regressions of the real-time MRI data (Table 4) found that participants speaking languages using a flap/tap tend to produce less “bunching” and lip rounding, but also that $C44$ has a positive influence on “bunching”. Thus, the anatomical influences found tend to be consistent between methods, but stronger for sustained articulation than for real-time; this could
be due to the better capacity to suppress native language motor patterns during the first compared to the second condition.\textsuperscript{12}

We tentatively suggest that this influence of anatomy may relate to bracing (as pointed out above). Because the sides of the tongue need to be elevated to produce the bunched configuration, it might benefit more in terms of biomechanical stability than the retroflex configuration from a narrow mouth (and hence narrow dental arch).\textsuperscript{13} Retroflex and non-bunched tip-up configurations may instead rely more on pharyngeal wall bracing (which we see more of in back and especially low vowels; Gauffin & Sundberg 1978). The preference of the retroflex variant in low back vowel contexts (see Mielke et al. 2016: 1106) probably reflects this (and retroflex sounds in general share much in common with the articulation of back, especially non-high vowels; see Hamann 2003). Additionally, there once again could be acoustic reasons for the preference, although these are not immediately clear. This interpretation is confounded by the problem that, because muscle and bone are so tightly coupled in growth and development (DiGirolamo et al. 2013), the tongue itself should reflect the dimensions of the skeletal structures (wider mouth, wider tongue). Individuals settle on their production strategies during childhood, when the structures are still growing, although the greatest changes are observed in the first 18 months of life (Vorperian et al. 2005), after which point dental arch dimensions (mouth width) are relatively stable (Tsujino & Machida 1998). Continuous growth, however, would pose additional problems to establishing motor control, possibly leading to different solutions, even in (presumably) the same vocal tract (as in Magloughlin 2016). Most characteristics of the native language do not seem to strongly affect the articulation of /r/ in our data, with the exception of the presence of a flap/tap /ɾ/; likewise, English proficiency, phonetic expertise, sex, group and age have no significant influences, suggesting that our results might truly capture relatively weak effects of vocal tract anatomy (and compensatory strategies) on articulation.

Coupled with the results of the artificial alteration of the hard palate (Tiede et al. 2010), our findings from the ArtiVarK sample suggest that, besides linguistic explanations, anatomical aspects of the anterior vocal tract may influence the articulation of the North American English /r/, in particular hard palate width and height, the overall size of the mouth, and the size (i.e., prominence) of the alveolar ridge. However, it is important to point out several limitations of our study, including the fact that the vast majority of our participants were not native English speakers (and among those that were, most spoke varieties of British English) and that while our standardized training was based entirely on acoustic stimuli (recorded by John Esling, former president of the International Phonetic Association from 2011 to 2015) without any visual or articulatory feedback, it took place on a background of quite high proficiency in English as a second language (excluding the native speakers, on a scale from 0 to 10, the minimum is 5, maximum is 10, and mean and median 8). This is reflected in the general impression (from SRM, who is a native speaker of Canadian English) that the /r/s produced sounded quite natural (excepting cases where they were trilled or tapped). Part of this may reflect the fact that many of our participants are Dutch speakers who possess the alveolar approximant allophone of /ɾ/ in coda position (e.g., see Scobbie et al. 2006). A small set of our participants are native speakers of Mandarin, which possesses a retroflex /ɻ/, and this might contribute to the impression of good accuracy of the productions. We have not made any attempt, however, to objectively characterize just how “native-like” the /r/s are judged to be by native speakers. Moreover,

\textsuperscript{12} We wish to thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.

\textsuperscript{13} Jeff Mielke (personal communication) points out that studies may have overlooked this relationship because they are restricted to articulatory information available in the midsagittal plane.
Despite its relatively large sample size, our ArtiVarK study may suffer from low statistical power to reliably identify the small effect sizes we expect such anatomical biases to have; also, we want to highlight that the actual predictors retained after model simplification should not be taken too literally but rather as representatives of quite general anatomical features. Nevertheless, the fact that demographic characteristics, group of origin, amount of formal phonetic training and most native language characteristics do not contribute significantly, suggests that these results are not artifacts. If, indeed, these influences of vocal tract anatomy on the articulatory strategies used to produce the North American English /r/ survive replication in samples of native speakers of the concerned dialects of English, they might provide a fascinating example of (at least in part) anatomically-grounded covert articulatory variation with coarticulatory effects, potentially affecting language change.

5 Initiation and actuation of sound change in biased populations

We argued here that variation in the anatomy of the vocal tract might matter for sound change, by either producing overt, direct acoustic effects which the hearers may perceive and reinterpret as innovations, or by covertly changing other speech sounds, producing indirect effects that may be heard and reinterpreted. Anatomy is but one dimension on which people differ, and our choice to focus on it is mostly pragmatic (Dediu et al. 2017), but these “first steps” should offer a methodological springboard for the investigation of biases affecting other levels of language, such as morpho-syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Therefore, we can generalize to abstract biases that probabilistically affect certain aspects of language, and we need not assume that this bias has a genetic basis, but only that it is relatively stable within individuals. For simplicity, we consider a binary bias, that is either present of absent for a given individual (or that varies continuously in strength and direction among individuals). If this bias is shared by all “normal” humans, its effects are (probabilistically) universal cross-linguistically, but if it varies between individuals, it may lead to (probabilistic) patterns of linguistic diversity. If the frequency of biased individuals is relatively low and similar across populations, we would expect its effects to not lead to sound changes, but to be perceived as individual idiosyncrasies with varying degrees of associated social stigma or prestige. However, there may be circumstances where its effects are amplified, leading to sound change, and, if these circumstances vary between populations and/or across time, patterns of linguistic diversity may emerge.

A growing literature explores the conditions under which a universally-shared weak bias may be amplified by the repeated use and transmission of language, and the general findings are that this amplification process is very sensitive to the strength, type and effects of the bias, and that it is non-linear (for example, see Kirby et al. 2007; 2008; Dediu 2008; 2009; Thompson et al. 2016; Janssen & Dediu 2018). However, there is relatively little work on the amplification of biases that are not universally shared (Dediu 2008; 2009), and we must study the crucial importance of the communication network in which the individuals (biased or not) act. We must therefore consider not only the topology, structural properties and connectivity patterns of these networks (Newman 2010; Aggarwal 2011; Kadushin 2012), but also the individual properties of their nodes. For example, a few biased nodes placed in the hubs of a communication network might be able to “nudge” language towards change, while many more such nodes at the periphery may not have any effect on the network-wide language; the status of the nodes may amplify (or dampen) the effects of the nodes’ intrinsic biases; and keeping the same nodes (with their biases, status, and approximate connectivity properties) but changing the topology of the network should affect the spread and amplification of the bias.
This view of language change, potentially triggered by biases that vary between individuals within communicative networks, may open a new way of conceptualizing not only the initiation of sound change, but also its spread (or not) throughout the community. Because such biases are not uniformly distributed and their amplification depends non-linearly on the frequency and network properties of the biased individuals, in some cases a bias-initiated sound change might spread to fixation, in others it might stall midway (or even reverse), while in others it may completely fail to go beyond the stage of individual idiosyncrasy. However, in our view, such biases do not emerge suddenly in a single individual (a “hopeful monster” or “Prometheus”; a “mutation”), but are present at various frequencies in a population (“standing variation” in population genetics) for various reasons (“drift”, “founder effects”, “selective pressures”, “byproducts”, etc.) that may (but usually do not) have anything to do with their linguistic effects. Thus, part of the population is “poised” for change, in the sense that there already exist individuals that manifest the bias to a certain degree, but their biases simply are not yet amplified enough to expand beyond idiosyncrasies. This “almost there” or “poised” state of affairs may persist effectively hidden in the speech community for a while, but when conditions change, it may catastrophically coalesce into a network-wide state change. We might metaphorically think of the speech community as a system close to a phase transition, which can be triggered by minor changes in the system, such as the addition of a nucleation center to a supercooled liquid. If our suggestion is on the right track, we may predict that there are communicative networks with heterogeneous nodes where the addition of just a few edges or biased nodes will push the network towards a self-reinforcing positive feedback loop, where the biased nodes suddenly form an “echo chamber” that not only amplifies their biases, but also exposes the rest of the network to this new variant enough to make its uptake by the whole community possible (see similar ideas in, for example, Kirby & Sonderegger 2015).

6 Conclusions

In this paper we briefly discussed the origins, patterning and significance of inter-individual and inter-group differences in the perception and production of speech and language, and in particular biases that are rooted in the anatomy of the vocal tract. We explored the articulatory strategies that are used to produce the North American English /r/ in our own ArtiVarK sample, showing that the two “canonical” strategies (“retroflex” vs. “bunched”) are attractors on a multi-dimensional continuum, and seem to be influenced by individual anatomical characteristics of the anterior vocal tract. Moreover, based on previous work, we suggest that such biases may affect sound change either through “direct” acoustic signatures that can be reinterpreted by the hearers, or through “indirect” coarticulatory effects “at a distance”. While there is still some resistance to such proposals, we argue that they open the way to a full understanding of language as a complex phenomenon at the intersection of culture and biology. In many ways, our ideas are less radical than they might seem, being just a refinement of established paradigms, highlighting that, on a universally shared background, particular individuals and groups might create their own constraints and affordances. We propose that to properly understand the features of sound change, we must seriously consider that individuals are intrinsically variable,

---

14 Arguably, such phenomena might govern, for example, the runaway polarization of social media (Zollo et al. 2015; Bessi et al. 2016).

15 As an anecdote, when one of the authors (DD) was asked, after a talk, a question about these views, somebody else in the audience replied along the lines of “this is really not that new, but ideas that have been around in laboratory phonology for ages – it’s just that they are applied to smaller groups than the whole human species!”
and that such varying biases must be viewed as acting within dynamic and structured communicative networks with heterogeneous nodes. This opens the possibility of seeing linguistic communities as constantly poised towards sound changes, and that relatively minor changes in the frequency of biased individuals, in their position within the network, or to network structure, might trigger rapid phase changes that may or may not reach completion, depending on further changes and feedback loops within the network. This view may allow us to unify the initiation and actuation of sound change as resulting from a background of pre-existing (but invisible) standing variation of potential sound changes which may be triggered by multiple factors.

However, these are just ideas and very preliminary results that should be followed by better data collection designs in larger samples, more motivated case studies and more informed hypotheses about the dimensions of vocal tract variation that might affect sound change and their coarticulatory effects. We should also move beyond anatomy and consider variation in the physiology and motor control of articulation, on our way towards biases that are more cognitive in nature. Finally, we must build more realistic models of language use in heterogeneous communicative networks, and study the network-level changes induced by relatively small alterations to network structure, dynamics, and the frequency and network location of the biased nodes.
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